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Introduction
There's nothing worse than a cock tease who makes you think you're gonna get lucky, but at the last
minute sends your blue balls packing.  So if you sense that you're probably going to get laid, don't hang
back and Throw It In Her right away.  As you start to fuck her senseless she'll be too sopping wet to
complain!

Adult Review
You gotta be impressed with sluts who have very little interest in foreplay and would much rather have you just stick your big
prick inside her warm wet cunt.  So grab that chance (and your massive cock) and Throw It In Her before she decides that
some lame pussy play would also make her day!
  
  21 episodes of hot and heavy hardcore sex are online at Throw It In Her.  All of them can be downloaded or streamed in
split pieces.  The full length file would run about 20 minutes, but you won't be able to view them as one complete scene
unless you use a 3rd party software program to 'join the clips together'.  Both WMV and MPG formats in resolutions up to
640 x 480 are available.  Updates have been cumming in regularly once every two weeks.
  
  All of the Throw It In Her scenes cum with picture galleries that are basically just vid caps from the full length videos.  So
you can use these as a great way to preview the scene before you watch it, but the resolution isn't high enough for most
surfers to want to save.
  
  You'll also get access to all of the Included Sites that are listed on the right side of this review.  That means you'll have
hundreds of additional exclusive pics and vids at your fingertips.  This is porn you just can't miss!

Porn Summary
Slow sensual sex may be great one day for MILFs or older whores in general.  But most young bitches have flowery fresh
pussies that can take a pounding.  The only way to tell if you got lucky is to Throw It In Her and fuck away!
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